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Outline
 The Tevatron &  CDF
 Exploring top quark physics at the 

Tevatron:

Pair production cross section
Single top production
Top mass and other properties 
Search for new physics in top sample

 Prospects & Conclusion
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Tevatron Performances
Run II: √s = 1.96 TeV

Performances have kept improving since 
the start of Run II. 

Accelerator complex breaking records all the time:
Peak Luminosity record ~ 4·1032 cm-2 s-1

Weekly integrated luminosity record 73 pb-1

Peak luminosity
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4 x 1032

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010
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Integrated LuminosityCDF

delivered: ~ 9.4 fb-1

Detector running stably since Feb. ’02
Data taking  efficiency 

L(recorded)/L(delivered)              
commonly  > 85% 

All results shown in the 
following based on 
datasets up to 5.7 fb-1
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on tape  
~7.8 fb-1

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

We have collected  > 100  times 
more data than what was used to 
discover the top quark.
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CDF The CDF Experiment  

• CDF is a general 
purpose detector, 
capable of many 
different physics 
measurements 
• Large 
international 
collaboration, 
500+ members 
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CDF
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Why study the Top Quark?
 Top quark discovered in 1995 at the Tevatron
 It is a very special particle:

⇒ Heavier than all known particles 
⇒ Decays before hadronizing:                                                              

Γtop=1.5 GeV > ΛQCD

6

Top mass

Top Charge

Top Spin
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Why study the Top Quark?
 Top quark discovered in 1995 at the Tevatron
 It is a very special particle:

⇒ Heavier than all known particles 
⇒ Decays before hadronizing:                                                              

Γtop=1.5 GeV > ΛQCD

 Since mechanism for EWSB couples to mass, 
top quarks may be good place to look for 
evidence of New Physics:

⇒ might affect top-quark production
⇒ might affect top-quark decay
⇒ might affect top-quark properties
⇒ might “contaminate” top-quark event samples

 Tevatron program explores all 
these possibilities
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Top Charge
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Top Quark Production at Tevatron
~85% ~15% QCD pair production

σNNLO = 7.4 +0.5 
-0.7 pb

(for mTop= 172.5 GeV)
JHEP 0809, 127 (2008)

10HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010
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Presentation Notes
Single top Associated production tW  too small at the Tevatron Single top identification is challenging ➡  huge background
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Top Quark Production at Tevatron
~85% ~15% QCD pair production

σNNLO = 7.4 +0.5 
-0.7 pb

(for mTop= 172.5 GeV)
JHEP 0809, 127 (2008)

• EWK single-top production
 s-channel: σNLO = 0.9 pb
 t-channel: σNLO = 2.0 pb

(Both for mTop= 175 GeV)
PRD 66, 054024 (2002)

s-channel t-channel

 σ smaller than top pair production, but ➡ allows direct 
access to Vtb CKM matrix element: cross section  ∝ |Vtb|2
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~33% ~67%

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single top Associated production tW  too small at the Tevatron Single top identification is challenging ➡  huge background
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Top Quark  Decay
SM predicts BR( t → Wb) ≈ 100%

For ttbar pairs:                          
Event topology determined by the 
decay modes of the  2 W’s in final 
state. Always  b jets are  present 

e-e(1/81)

mu-mu (1/81)

tau-tau (1/81)

e -mu (2/81)

e -tau(2/81)

mu-tau (2/81)

e+jets (12/81)

mu+jets(12/81)

tau+jets(12/81)

jets (36/81)

Dilepton (ee, μμ, eμ)
⇒BR = 5%, 2 high-PT leptons + 2 b-
jets + large missing-ET

Lepton (e or μ) + jets
⇒BR = 30%, single lepton + 4 jets 
(2 from b’s) + missing-ET

All Hadronic:
⇒BR = 44%, six jets, no missing-ET

 τ had +X
⇒BR = 21%

12

b jets are 
always  

present 

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mt > MW + Mb and |Vtb| >> |Vts|, |Vtd| Can identify b-quarks through secondary vertex to reduce backgrounds (non-W without bottom/charm, W+light flavor jets)



Top pair production: Dilepton Channel
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CDF (5.1 fb-1, mt= 172.5 GeV), pre-tagged,
σtt (dil)=7.4±0.6(stat)±0.6(syst)±0.5(lum) pb

CDF (4.8 fb-1, mt= 172.5 GeV), b-tagged,
σtt(dil)=7.25±0.7(stat)±0.5(syst)±0.4(lum)pb

High purity sample, good test of signal model

Control Signal region

toptop

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Signal/background discrimination   343 pre tagged candidates – 137 tagged • CDF: Ht and MET significance cuts, or b-taggingCompare measured cross sections among various ttbar final states  Anomalies in the tt rate would indicate the presence of non-QCD production channels: for example resonant state X tt Different methods of extraction with different sensitivity are usedProvides important sample composition for all other top property measurements. 



Top pair production: Lepton +Jets
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Signal region

B-tagged sample, counting events Pre-tagged sample, NN discriminant

Luminosity is the largest uncertainty in both measurements (6%)
Reduce by normalizing to the measured Z cross section
Measure R and multiply by Z cross section from theory: theory

Ztt 
σσ  •= R

CDF (4.6 fb-1,mt= 172.5 GeV), pre-tagged
σtt =7.82±0.38(stat)±0.37(syst)±0.15(theo) pb

CDF (4.3 fb-1,mt= 172.5 GeV), b-tagged:
σtt=7.32±0.36(stat)±0.59(syst)±0.14(theo)pb

Control

toptop

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010
PRL 105 012001 (2010)Combined: σtt = 7.70 ± 0.52 pb

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two measurements are combined using a best linear unbiased estimateThe result is consistent with the standard model next-to-leading order prediction7.45 +0.72-0.63 pb Moch Uwer 2008 Delta th: 9.7%Delta = 6.7%



Missing energy plus b jets
 MET + jets: 

⇒ Independent from “lepton+jets” channel
⇒ Interesting channel to searches for new physics (i.e. low mass Higgs)

 2 or 3  identified jets, at least one b-tagged jet
 NN trained against QCD  background
 Another NN to isolate top pair from remaining background

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa15

CDF (5.7 fb-1, mt= 172.5 GeV):
σtt = 7.12 +1.20 

–1.12 (stat+syst+lumi) pb

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is one of the most sensitive channels for low mass Higgs, or SUSY/leptoquarks
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Measurements of σtt
▪Experimental uncertainty: Δσ/σ ~ 6.5% 
▪Dominant exp. uncertainties: JES, b-tag 
accept., W+bjet background          
▪σ is measured in all final states: first step of      
any analysis studying the top quark properties.
▪ Tevatron combination underway

∫
−

=
LdtAcc

NN BackgroundData
ttσ
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Consistent across 
channels, methods

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
sttCDF  =7.50 ± 0.31 ± 0.35 ± 0.15 pb 
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Single Top Production
s-channel t-channel
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s: 1 high-PT lepton + 2 b-jets + missing-ET                  
t: 1 high-PT lepton + 1 b-jet + 1 other jet + missing-ET

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multivariate techniques: boosted decision trees, matrix element reconstr., bayesian neural networks, likelihood discriminants
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Single Top Production

Top-pair has better s/b and very 
distinct final state:
→ Counting experiment after 
b-quark tagging ‘fairly easy’

s-channel t-channel
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s: 1 high-PT lepton + 2 b-jets + missing-ET                  
t: 1 high-PT lepton + 1 b-jet + 1 other jet + missing-ET

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010
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Presentation Notes
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Single Top Production

Single top hidden behind  large backgrounds 
with large uncertainties
→Makes counting experiment impossible!
→s-channel single top has the same final 
state as WH→lνbb 

→benchmark for WH Higgs search!

Top-pair has better s/b and very 
distinct final state:
→ Counting experiment after 
b-quark tagging ‘fairly easy’

s-channel t-channel
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Single Top Production

Single top hidden behind  large backgrounds 
with large uncertainties
→Makes counting experiment impossible!
→s-channel single top has the same final 
state as WH→lνbb 

→benchmark for WH Higgs search!

Top-pair has better s/b and very 
distinct final state:
→ Counting experiment after 
b-quark tagging ‘fairly easy’

 Single top requires more sophisticated techniques: no single variable provides 
significant signal-background separation                                                             
⇒ Perform multivariate analysis    (MV)                                                                 
⇒ take advantage of small signal-background separation in many variables

s-channel t-channel

20

s: 1 high-PT lepton + 2 b-jets + missing-ET                  
t: 1 high-PT lepton + 1 b-jet + 1 other jet + missing-ET

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multivariate techniques: boosted decision trees, matrix element reconstr., bayesian neural networks, likelihood discriminants



Single Top Observation

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa

The various MV methods give consistent results
Combine the separate MVAs into one, more 
powerful discriminant

CDF and D0 both report >5σ observation March 2009

PRL 103, 092002 (2009)

21HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Lumi (fb-1) Cross Section(pb) Exp Signif Obs Signif

CDF 3.2 2.3 +0.6 -0.5 5.9σ 5.0σ

Tevatron (3.2 fb-1), fb-1,mt= 175 GeV :
σt =2.76 +0.58 

-0.47 (stat+syst) pb



Direct |Vtb| measurement
Using cross section result to measure |Vtb|:
Assume Standard Model (V-A) coupling and                                                 
|Vtb| >> |Vts|, |Vtd | (from BR(t →Wb)  meas.)
 Measurement assumes SM production mechanisms, does 

not assume 3 generations or unitarity

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa

|Vtb|= 0.91 ± 0.11 (stat+syst) ± 0.07 (theory)

|Vtb|>0.71 at 95% C.L.

CDF

22HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Best direct measurement of Vtb:

Tevatron (3.2 fb-1):
|Vtb|=0.91 ± 0.08 (stat+syst)

σ single top ∝ |Vtb|2



Top quark mass

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa23

 Mtop is a free parameter of the 
Standard Model

 Since Mtop is large, quantum loops 
involving top quarks are important 
to include when calculating precision 
observables (e.g. sinθW

2, Rb, MW, …)

LEPEWWG

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Within SM, with the measured W mass constrains the mass of 
the Higg through radiative corrections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
World top quark mass and W boson mass included, from LEP/TEVEWK working group summer 2010: no direct Higgs searchesMH = 89+35-26 GeV  at 68CL MH < 158 GeV @ 95% CL		MH< 185 when including LEP lower limit of 114Massa esclusa: 158-175 at 95% CL



Top mass:  most precise single result

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa24

Matrix Element Technique in Lepton+Jets channel:

CDF (5.6 fb-1):
mt=173.0±0.7(stat)±0.6(JES) ±0.9 (syst) GeV

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

This is the best individual top mass measurement in the world to date

The probability of being 
signal or background is 
calculated per event as a 
function of Mtop

Jet Energy Scale is 
reduced by measuring 
simultaneously with Mtop
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CDF  top mass summary

 Current CDF precision = 1.2 GeV/c2 ∆M/M~0.67 %

 Have surpassed Run II goal by a factor of > 2 

 1 GeV/c2 precision might be possible without any 
improvement at 10 fb-1

25HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Consistent across 
channels and methods 

Tevatron July 2010 combination:
Mtop = 173.3 ± 1.1 (total) GeV/c2

∆M/M  ~ 0.61 %

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top quark mass is known with a precision that was  thought unreachable at the Tevatron only a few years ago: of the order of the top natural width                  be careful in interpreting the meaning of the measurement both exp.s are addressing a number of effects that, too small to have an impact in the first measurements, can now become important.Uncertainty dominated by sources which should continue scale with the statistics Are all sources of uncertainty covered?IS there overlap?Some of the systematic uncertainties limited by statistics of calibration control samples Ongoing work on improving systematics With full Run II data set could reach a total uncertainty of ΔMtop~1 GeV/c2



Top Anti-Top Mass Difference
 If CPT is conserved, Mt = Mtbar
 Mass measurements until now have held this assumption
 Similar techniques to mass measurements: template 

technique in the lepton+jets channel

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa26

L = 5.6 fb-1

∆M = - 3.3 ± 1.4(stat)+1.0(syst) GeV/c2

~ 2σ deviation 
from Standard 

Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-3.3 +- 1.7



Top Width
 Top decays very quickly:

⇒ No direct detection –> its properties from decay products
⇒SM predicts Γtop = 1.3 GeV

 Direct measurement:
⇒Reconstruct top mass event-by-event in lepton + jets
⇒Extract width from fitting data to templates

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa27

Reconstructed top mass 1-tag L+jets

First direct  bound of            
top quark width: 

Γtop < 7.5 GeV @ 95% C.L.
τtop > 8.7 x 10-26 s @ 95% C.L.

0.3 < Γtop < 4.4 GeV @ 68% C.L.

L = 4.3 fb-1



Top anti-Top Spin Correlations
 Top spins are correlated only if top lifetime is short enough
 Information on of the spin carried by the decay products

 SM predicts κ=0.78  NPB690, 81 (2004)

 New physics could change the spin-correlation parameter             
PRD 45 124(1992), PRD75 095008 (2007)

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa28HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

κ related to decay products angle through:

where:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In leading order QCD, top production is symmetric; at NLO, top quark is repelled at high rapidities by soft Coulomb field of incoming light quark, anti-top is simultaneously attracted at low rapidityKane Ladinsky Yuan  Arai Okada Smolek Simak



Top anti-Top Spin Correlations

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa29
NPB690, 81 (2004)

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Basis NLO Expectation Measured
Helicity κ = 0.35 κ = 0.48 ± 0.48stat ± 0.22syst
Beam κ = 0.77 κ = 0.72 ± 0.64stat ± 0.26syst

Lepton+Jets Channel
L = 5.3 fb-1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
W. Bernreuther a,1, A. Brandenburg a,b,2, Z.G. Si c,3, P. Uwer d,e



Forward-Backward Asymmetry
 In leading order QCD, top production is symmetric.
 NLO QCD predicts small asymmetry: 

⇒ Afb= 3.8 ± 0.6 % in lab frame
⇒ Afb= 5.8 ± 0.9 % in ttbar rest frame

 New physics could give rise to a bigger  asymmetry (Z´,axigluons,..)

 Reconstruct the rapidity of top and anti-top quarks
 cos Θttbar � Yt – Ytbar = ∆ Y

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa30HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010



Forward-Backward Asymmetry

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa31HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

-Qlep x yhad Qlep x ∆y

Afb Measured MCFM Predicted Signif. from 0

Lab frame 15.0 ± 5.0stat ± 2.4sys% 3.8 ± 0.6% 2.7
t-tbar frame 15.8 ± 7.2stat ± 1.7sys% 5.8 ± 0.9% 2.1

L = 5.3 fb-1

After unfolding to parton level:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correcting for backgrounds, detector acceptance and finite rapidity resolution of the reconstruction. Simple linear unfold in 4 rapidity bins



Search for Heavy t’ 
 Why are there only 3 generations? No theoretical reason
 Heavy t´production

⇒ suggested in 4th generation models, little Higgs, etc.
 Search for t´t´ in Lepton + Jets, treat  t´ as just a more massive top 

quark ( t´ ➜ Wq , where q is a down-type quark q = d,s,b)

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa32HQL2010 Frascati, October  14th 2010

L = 4.6 fb-1

CDF (4.6 fb-1):
M(t´) > 335 GeV/c² at 95% C.L.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excess in the tail less than 2 sigma



Search for b´ -> t W -> WWb
 Signature is very energetic events, with many jets
 search in lepton +jets, high HT, high jet multiplicity
 Largest background is tt+jets

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa33

≥ 2 b-Tags
L = 4.8 fb-1

CDF (4.8 fb-1):
M(b´) > 385 GeV/c² at 95% C.L.
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Summary and Outlook
 Top quark production and decay are currently being studied at Tevatron

⇒ So far top quark seems to be Standard Model top quark
 ttbar cross section known to 6.5% (better than theory!)
Mass measured to  0.6% precision

⇒ Single top quarks have been observed, Vtb directly measured 
⇒ Many top measurements are statistically limited

Sandra Leone  INFN PisaHQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both ttbar cross-section and top mass measured in different final states and using different methodsStudy other properties of top quark, search for new physicsAlmost all the measurements are limited by statistics at presentIncreasing data from Tevatron will further help reveal the true nature of top quark  Expect ~10 fb-1 by the end of 2010Studies of top properties  and the Wtb vertex require good detector understanding and 1-10 fb-1 to reach maturity
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 Tevatron’s top physics program and understanding of systematic 
effects  will continue to play a significant role for years to come
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Sandra Leone  INFN PisaHQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Thank you!
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both ttbar cross-section and top mass measured in different final states and using different methodsStudy other properties of top quark, search for new physicsAlmost all the measurements are limited by statistics at presentIncreasing data from Tevatron will further help reveal the true nature of top quark  Expect ~10 fb-1 by the end of 2010Studies of top properties  and the Wtb vertex require good detector understanding and 1-10 fb-1 to reach maturity
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For more information:

 Top Physics Results at CDF

 http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa39HQL2010 Frascati, October 15th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/TopPublicResults https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/PhysicsResults#TOP_physics

http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html�


BACKUP
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t-tbar + jet Cross Section
 First σ measurement of t-tbar associated with an additional hard jet
 Important test of perturbative QCD
 Use b-tagged events in lepton + jets channel.
 Data-driven approach is used to predict the background content
 Standard model prediction σtt+j = 1.79 +0.16

-0.31 pb (EPJ C59 625 (2009))

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa41

CDF (4.1 fb-1, mt= 172.5 GeV):
σtt (tt+j)=1.6±0.2(stat)± 0.5(syst) pb

σtt + 0j
σ t

t
+ 

j

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
, as NLO effects play an important role in the calculation of the theoretical cross sectionThe simultaneously measured tt+j and tt+0j cross-sections and statistical uncertainties are derived from a 2D likelihood fit. This is a plot of the 68% and 95% CL contours. 



Top mass:  most precise single result

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa
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Top quark width

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa
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Forward-Backward Asymmetry

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa44
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W Helicity in top decay
W helicity in top decays is fixed by Mtop, MW, and V-A structure of the 
tWb vertex. It is reflected in kinematics of W decay products. 

W helicity states:

left-handed 
fraction: f-

longitudinal 
fraction: f0

right-handed 
fraction: f+

In Standard Model: ~30%                      ~70%                   suppressed:   ~0.036%

⇒ Measure angular distribution of  charged
lepton wrt. top in W rest frame: cosθ*

cosθ*

W
(c

os
θ* )

45HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010



W Helicity in Top Decay

Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa46

Results consistent with 
the Standard Model

HQL2010 Frascati, October 14th 2010

Using Matrix Element Method, express probability of each event in 
terms of ttbar and background (W+jets) production

Use the probabilities to compute a log-likelihood function in terms of 
the helicity fractions and the signal purity coefficient

Method f+ f0
Simultaneous -0.15 ± 0.07stat ± 0.06sys 0.88 ± 0.11stat ± 0.06sys
Fixed f+ 0.00 0.70 ± 0.07stat ± 0.04sys
Fixed F0 -0.01 ± 0.02stat ± 0.05sys 0.70



Search for t’

HQL2010, Frascati, October 14th, 2010 Sandra Leone  INFN Pisa
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